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New window of observation  
has just opened 

We expect new insights to astrophysics 
and also on cosmology?



Telescope

GW detector

shows completely different aspects of the Universe!

objects with light

？
Black holes, Neutron stars, etc

→ do not emit light

Advantages of gravitational wave observation 1
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We may be able to observe the very early universe!

13.8 billion years

Advantages of gravitational wave observation 2



Basics 1. The speed of light is finite: c = 3×108 m/s
 

1 billion years

2 billion years

The light was emitted 1 billion years ago
 

2 billion years ago

The further the galaxy,  
the older the signal



Galaxies are moving away from us!

discovered by 
Edwin Hubble 

in 1929

Basics 2. The Universe is expanding



light was emitted 13.4 billion years ago
31.9 billion light-year away now

new galaxies

old galaxies

The most distant galaxy (March 2016): GN-z11

The further the galaxy,  
the older the signal

→0.4 billion years after the birth



lights from 13.8 billion years ago
Cosmic Microwave background (CMB) 
The oldest signal:

→0.38 million years after the birth



？

photons are scattered 
by electrons

high

low
3K

3000KThe temperature of the Universe 
was high in the past

Can we see further? → No (currently)

electron
photon



？Can we see further? → Gravitational waves can!

Gravitational waves do not  
interact with electrons



Inflation 
nowCosmic Microwave Background

light

gravitational waves

380,000 years 13.8 billion years

cosmic phase 
transitions

reheating

observer

Only gravitational waves can directly bring us 
the information of the early Universe!

log(time)

Advantages of gravitational wave observation 2



Basics of cosmology



What do we know from observations?

observer

Observations

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

oldest photons 

Cosmic Microwave Background



observer

Observations

recombination

electrons + protons → hydrogen atoms

→ The Universe was dense and hot

Cosmic Microwave Background

T~3000K:

Perfect black body spectrum

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

discovered by 
Penzias and R. Wilson 
in 1964

What do we know from observations?

→ Photons were in thermal equilibrium



observer

Observations

recombination

electrons + protons → hydrogen atoms

→ Origin of the large scale structure

Cosmic Microwave Background

T~3000K:

density perturbations in the early Universe

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

What do we know from observations?

Full sky map from 
Planck satellite



observer

Observations

accelerated expansion
→ dark energy?

discovered by 
Edwin Hubble 

in 1929

supernova cosmology

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

Expansion of the Universe

What do we know from observations?



Equation for the expanding Universe
Einstein equation

Gµ� = 8�GTµ�

= Gravity
MatterCurvature of the space-time



Equation for the expanding Universe

Robertson-Walker metric

ds2 = �dt2 + a2(t)
�

dr2

1�Kr2
+ r2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2)

�

Gµ� = 8�GTµ�

a(t) : scale factor K : curvature (<10-2  from CMB observation)

Geometry  
of the Universe

Scale factor characterizes the expansion of the Universe

x ax

expansion

Einstein equation

(homogeneous and isotropic)



Equation for the expanding Universe

Robertson-Walker metric

ds2 = �dt2 + a2(t)
�

dr2

1�Kr2
+ r2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2)

�

Einstein equation

Gµ� = 8�GTµ�

a(t) : scale factor

Tµ� =

�

���

�� 0 0 0
0 p 0 0
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0 0 0 p
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K : curvature (<10-2  from CMB observation)

�
ȧ

a

�2

=
8�G

3
�� K

a2
Friedmann equation:

� p: density : pressure

Matter components 
of the Universe

Geometry  
of the Universe



Equation for the expanding Universe

Friedmann equation:

→ sum of energy densities 

radiation

matter

�r � a�4

�m � a�3

H � ȧ

a
: Hubble parameter

⇢ = ⇢r + ⇢m + · · ·

H2 =
8⇡G

3
⇢� K

a2

density

scale factor : a

∝a-4 

∝a-3 

radiation

matter

dark energy?

� � H2

constant∝



Flat Universe ＋ tensor perturbations (=GWs)

Gµ� = 8�GTµ�

ḧij + 3Hḣij �
1
a2
�2hij = 16�G�ij

Tµ�transverse-traceless part of anisotropic stress :

Equation for GWs in the expanding Universe
Einstein equation

a(t) : scale factor

Geometry  

H affects GW evolution



H � ȧ

a
: Hubble horizon 

～ region of causality 

Meaning of H

dH ⌘ cH�1

speed of expansion 

x

v = Hx

v > cv < c
we have information of the object no information

To be precise… LH =

Z t

0

cdt

a(t)
∝ dH

for radiation- and matter-dominated Universe



Summary of observational facts

observer

Observations

radiation- 
dominated

matter- 
dominated dark energy?

Dense and Hot
→ Photons are scattered

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

(relativistic particles) (non-relativistic particles)

Expansion rate → density components of the Universe



What happened in the early Universe?

observer

ObservationsTheories

inflation 

cosmic phase 
transitions

reheating oldest photons 

oldest GWs? 

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)



Theories of the early Universe



Why the Universe is so uniform?
What’s the origin of ±0.00001K?

→ Inflation solves the questions

3K±0.00001K

Full sky map of CMB by Planck satellite 



Arbitral initial condition

high

low
density

Hubble horizon

At the recombination…



2 degrees in the sky



Idea of inflation

in the very early time of the Universe…



Uniform Universe



lo
g(

Sc
al

e)
 →

log(a) →

H-1

radiation → matter-dominated

aλ: physical scale

today

H-1∝a3/2 or a2

Inflation phase

aλ
exponential growth 
of the scale factor

H-1～const

inside the causal region
↑

a � exp(Ht)→

H-1:  Hubble horizon



GWs from the early Universe



quantum fluctuation in space-time

Generation of GWs in inflation



becomes classical  
→ gravitational  wave

density perturbations are also generated in similar way

→ origin of 3K±0.00001K
good match with observations



What happened in the early Universe?

observer

inflation 
reheating

accelerated expansion

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

mechanism to heat 
the Universe

dense and hotcold



What happened in the early Universe?

observer

inflation 
cosmic phase 

transitions

reheating

380,000 years 13.8 billion years
log(time)

The grand unification theory 
predicts separation of forces



GW generation

ḧij + 3Hḣij �
1
a2
�2hij = 16�G�ij

Equation for GWs

2. Sourced by matter  
component of the Universe

• Preheating 

• Phase transition 

• Cosmic strings

1. Non-negligible initial condition 
• Inflation
→ quantum fluctuations 

→ rapid particle productions 

→ bubble collisions 

→ heavy string objects 
generated in phase transition



GW generation

ḧij + 3Hḣij �
1
a2
�2hij = 16�G�ij

Equation for GWs

2. Sourced by matter  
component of the Universe

• Preheating 

• Phase transition 

• Cosmic strings

→ rapid particle productions 

→ bubble collisions 

→ heavy string objects 
generated in phase transition

Hubble horizon
= region of causality

wavelength of GWs at generation
< Hubble horizon size 

f/a < H→



Sensitivities of gravitational wave experiments 

GWs from inflation



GWs from inflation

smalllarge
detector size



Reheating T~107GeV ~1010GeV

Reheating change 
the expansion rate

GWs from inflation

Sensitivities of gravitational wave experiments 



Reheating

T~104GeV ~107GeV

exotic model of the 
expansion can enhance 
the amplitude

GWs from inflation

Sensitivities of gravitational wave experiments 



pastpresent

 ~1015GeV
Preheating  
T~109GeV

frequency at the generation ~ (Hubble horizon)-1

GWs from rapid 
particle productions



pastpresent

Electroweak  
phase transition  

T~100GeV

frequency at the generation ~ (Hubble horizon)-1

GWs from bubble collisions



pastpresent
frequency at the generation ~ (Hubble horizon)-1

cosmic string

 Gμ~10-12

tension
Gμ~10-10

heavy string objects originating from 
phase transition or superstring theory



Summary
GWs can become a powerful probe 

of the very early Universe

In the interview of the Nobel prize in 2015…

It was something to extend 
the horizon of knowledge 

for human beings

Takaaki Kajita
(PI of KAGRA)

GWs extend  
the actual horizon of the Universe!



Inflation 
nowCurrent horizon
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380,000 years
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transitions
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observer

Events beyond the horizon contains 
full of information about high-energy physics

13.8 billion years

→ more details on inflation  
and cosmic strings in part 2

Observations


